












Italian Futurism prioritized machines from the very inception of the movement. Symbolic embodiment of the modern, technological age, the machine fuelled the movement’s ambition to propose radical new theories and practices both in the artistic field and, more widely, in a social context. In his “Futurist Founding and Manifesto”, published in Le Figaro on February 20, 1909, Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (1876-1944) related with triumphant accents the car crash he had sustained a year earlier. A reckless and inexperienced driver, Marinetti had ended up ditching his shiny new racing car in a moat at the roadside. From the muddy industrial sludge filling this rural gutter, Marinetti had re-emerged phoenix-like, burning ever more fiercely with machinist intent and passion, virtually re-born into a cyborg, a conflation of man and machine.​[1]​
	Feeding from, as well as overlapping with, avant-garde trends across Europe, Futurist machine aesthetics played a crucial part in the development of the movement, both in the prewar, dominated by the dynamic force lines of Boccioni’s canvases and sculptures, as well as in the postwar. Fortunato Depero, Enrico Prampolini, Ivo Pannaggi, Vinicio Paladini and a whole range of other artists who were in touch with machine art developments in the international arena, especially in Germany and Russia, joined Marinetti in celebrating the increasing agency of the machine, as well as the iconic prowess of the mechanic forces characterizing the modern age. Theatre and stage design, in particular, witnessed the most significant experiences, especially in the postwar period, from Depero’s Balli Plastici (1918; Plastic Ballets) to Paladini and Pannaggi’s Balletto Meccanico Futurista (1922; Futurist Mechanic Ballet) to Enrico Prampolini’s Teatro Magnetico (1925; Magnetic Theatre).​[2]​ Rapid industrialization in western societies, the First World War and the Bolshevik revolution acted as much as arenas as well propellers of technology, rushing in a new range of interactive possibilities between human and mechanic. Machines could become subservient, even merged with humankind, thus furthering economic, social and national causes.
	Under the auspices of a ‘Society for the Protection of Machines’, devised by Fedele Azari (1895-1930) in 1927 and underwritten by Marinetti and much of the Futurist leadership, a forceful alliance was forged between man and machine, where the former undertook to protect, support and further the latter. This initiative marked a shift from a metaphorical, abstract and largely generic interest to a heightened, articulated and theoretically informed machine aesthetics in the period leading up to the Second World War. Shortly, the powerful symbolism attached to flying machines contributed to ‘glamourising’ the machine, as shown, in particular, by the widely popular air-shows, such as the event held at Montichiari, near Brescia.​[3]​ Futurism was shortly to re-brand itself as Aerofuturismo, adopting new stylistic genres and conventions, such as ‘aero’-poetry, ‘aero’-painting and ‘aero’-dance. Capturing the imagination of wider and ever widening audiences, machines were definitely here to stay.
	Omero Vecchi (1888-1966), a committed Futurist who published his work under the dynamic pseudonym Luciano Folgore, was one of the earliest and most militant advocates of machines.​[4]​ Working as a clerk in the Ministry of Justice by day, Folgore rapidly built a reputation as translator and adapter.​[5]​ His long-lasting attention for the figure of Pinocchio and Carlo Collodi, its creator, appears to be a recurring feature, traversing his career and shaping his production from the word go. Not accidentally, the young Folgore had been sworn friends with Ettore Petrolini (1884-1936), one of the most genial and influential Italian comedians of all times. Hinging on parody, slapstick and nonsense, Petrolini’s ‘teatro di varietà’ (variety theatre) enthused the Futurists, who matched it with their theatrical ideals revolving around anti-psychology and ‘physical-folly’. In turn, Petrolini collaborated with the Futurists, taking on their principles and performing a few theatrical syntheses by Marinetti, Corra and Settimelli. In 1915, Folgore scripted a show for Petrolini: Zero meno Zero, subtitled Petrolineide di Esopino (Zero Minus Zero: Little Aesop’s Petrolineid).​[6]​ Folgore cannot have ignored the striking physical resemblance between Petrolini and Pinocchio, particularly emphasized in the angular features and the prominent nose in Pinocchio’s early illustrations by Carlo Chiostri and Enrico Mazzanti. A resemblance further evidenced by the comedian’s personal experience during childhood which was reputed to have been a repeat of the toils suffered by the puppet Pinocchio in Collodi’s novel.​[7]​ It is important to note that much of the satirical, nonsensical and grotesque talents Folgore bestows on his Pinocchio a few decades later appear to draw on the model set by the immensely popular Petrolini and his enduring macchiette (skits).
	Furthermore, as mentioned above, Folgore was one of the first poets within the Futurist group to embrace machines wholeheartedly. Indeed, as Libero De Libero puts it, Folgore appears to be ‘attached to the machine as to a breast that will not stop giving’.​[8]​ In prewar Futurist vein, he understood machines primarily aesthetically, alongside popular nineteenth and early twentieth century poetic renderings by Giosuè Carducci and Gabriele D’Annunzio. His early verses, collected in Fiammeggiando l’aurora (1910; Dawn is Aflame), feature archaic instruments, such as the wheel and the lever, a testimony to Folgore’s hackneyed, pre- or early-industrial leanings.​[9]​ In 1912 Folgore’s poems were included in the Antologia collection of Futurist poetry. At least three further collections are ascribable to this period: Il canto dei motori (1912; Chant of the Engines), Ponti sull’oceano (1914; Bridges on the Ocean) and Città veloce (1919; Fast City).
	Il canto dei motori is particularly close to Marinetti, blending the a largely literary machinism borrowed from the poet Gabriele D’Annunzio with a nationalist view of technology resonant of Mario Morasso’s 1905 paean to La nuova arma (la macchina) (The New Weapon: the Machine). Folgore’s forceful poem “Volontà” (Willpower) is an ode to coal  resonant of Carducci’s ‘monster’, a shrill, steaming, smouldering-eyed and metal-hearted locomotive.​[10]​ Equally resonant of Marinetti’s work is Folgore’s enthusiastic reception of electricity in the same poem, a force equated, somewhat generically, to machine technology.​[11]​ The machine is an unbridled, disruptive and chaotic force akin to an ‘anarchic fanfare’.​[12]​ As suggested by Salaris, the themes covered in this collection are disparate, ranging from illustrations of raw energy and materials, such as coal and electricity, to verses in praise of machinery, such as implements of war, ships and flying machines, to impressions of factories and cities of the future.​[13]​
	Similarly, both Ponti sull’oceano (1914) and Città veloce (1919) both embrace and highlight a Futurist cult of technology. Folgore’s viewpoint has, however, shifted here. Increasingly set in industrial contexts, technology is progressively viewed as a negative and alienating force. Città veloce, in particular, abjures the original, if generic, enthusiasm for the machine, replacing it with an increasingly estranged view whereby humankind is no longer seen as master of mechanical prowess, but is rather disembodied and objectified into stiff, wooden matter, echoing again Marinetti’s early works, especially the plays Le roi Bombance (1905; The Feasting King) and Poupées électriques (1909; Electric Dolls). Folgore now sees human beings as puppets, black marionettes poised between Pinocchio, shop window mannequins and tailor dummies in the metaphysical manner.​[14]​
	After a period of residence in Florence, where he both collaborated to and edited the Futurist periodicals Lacerba, La Voce, L’Italia Futurista and the French review Sic, directed by Pierre Albert-Birot, Folgore returned to Rome. Even though he officially severed his connections with the movement in 1919, Folgore never seriously abandoned Futurism. In fact, he continued writing Futurist performances and contributing to Futurist periodicals throughout the 1920s and 1930s. While his poetry took a more traditional turn, Folgore deflected his anti-conformist tendencies in less orthodox forms of writing that continued mirroring his avant-garde interests, from parody to epigrams, ballet, pantomime, fable and comedy. Between 1916 and 1917 Folgore had worked in close connection with Dada and, although he abandoned the movement when Tristan Tzara rejected Marinetti’s activism in his 1918 “Manifesto”, two years later Folgore re-joined Dada under the leadership of Julius Evola and the Roman circle gathered around Cantarelli and Fiozzi’s review Bleu. Dada had, of course, been an important stepping stone in developing Folgore’s nonsensical and humorist inclinations. Furthermore, as argued by Salaris, the ‘ecumenism’ of the city of Rome continued playing a significant role in his experience.​[15]​ Under the steering of Giacomo Balla (1871-1958) and Fortunato Depero (1892-1960), Futurism in Rome had become characterized early on by an undercurrent of humour and irony. This is notable, not merely as it provided a counterpoint to the seriousness prevailing in Milan’s headquarters, but especially in its function as a school of humour, both appealing to and nurturing further Folgore’s early inclinations towards fable, parody and nonsense.
In these years, Folgore’s avant-garde credentials remained robust, as further testified, amongst others, by his co-editorship of the review Avanscoperta (1916-1917), as well as his fruitful meeting with Jean Cocteau in Rome in February 1917. His innate humorous and child-like vein, however, afforded him eccentric status in Futurist circles. Folgore’s sustained collaboration with the satirical reviews Il Travaso and La Tribuna Illustrata, taken up in 1913 and intensified in the 1920s and 1930s, when he was writing poems under the pseudonym Esopino, highlighted this eccentricity.​[16]​ In a paper entitled “Dinamica futurista” (Futurist Dynamic), given at the Futurist Congress of April 26, 1914, Folgore proposed an ‘aesthetic of surprise’ pre-figuring, to some extent, Apollinaire’s own ‘aesthetic of surprise’. Inspired by Bergson’s essay Le rire (1900; Laughter), Folgore wrote the poem “Riso” (Laughter), celebrating the a malleable and modern spirit of humour, a modality opposed to formalized and ritualized social practices. The paternity of the hugely popular ‘strofa maltusiana’, a ‘Malthus-inspired verse’ made up of quatrains of eight syllables whose ending is truncated for humorous purposes, is also attributed to Folgore. Drawing, in fact, from his unrivalled ability to compose verses incorporating this rhyme, the strofa became extremely popular and widely used in 1920s Italy.​[17]​
	Folgore’s play Ombre + fantocci + uomini (Shadows + puppets + humans), published in 1920 in the journal Roma futurista and subsequently staged in Geneva, combined the author’s loyalty to mechanical and Futurist themes with his growing emphasis on Pinocchio. In the same span of time, Folgore may well have become acquainted with L’uomo meccanico (1921; The Mechanical Man), a film by André Deed featuring a remotely controlled, giant metal robot. Most probably, given his Roman avant-garde connections, Folgore would have been familiar with the Balletto meccanico futurista by Vinicio Paladini and Ivo Pannaggi, first performed at Bragaglia’s Avignonesi theatre in Rome in 1922 in front of a large and enthusiastic, if cramped, audience.​[18]​ Both Deed’s film and Pannaggi’s and Paladini’s ballet are important stepping stones in the mechanic aesthetics that was sweeping European theatre and film at this time. The disarticulated, machine-like body of a marionette had further been popularized by the film Pinocchio (1911) by Gant (pseudonym of Giulio Antamoro), starring Ferdinand Guillaume. This film is also likely to have been familiar to Folgore and contribute to feeding his imagination. Folgore’s own play L’ora del fantoccio (The Puppet’s Hour), with music by Alfredo Casella, was originally included in the successful programme of Futurist Pantomimes devised by Enrico Prampolini for the Parisian stage in 1927, though regrettably it was never performed. From here on, mannequins, dolls, puppets and robotic creatures will loom even larger in Folgore’s production.
	As already mentioned, Folgore was a dynamic force behind Il Travaso in the early 1920s, together with the sharp and surreal humorist Achille Campanile (1899-1977). This collaboration paved the way for a new and successful season, steering Folgore progressively away from the Futurist orthodoxy and leading him increasingly towards comical and grotesque prose work of his own devising. Folgore’s numerous forays in the realm of parody and epigram, with anti-moral intent, can also be ascribed to this new course. The popularity of his literary production at this time, together with his long-standing, sustained reflections on the genre of the grotesque, are testament to his increasing sophistication in composing humorous poetry and prose. Folgore’s original ‘aesthetic of the wondrous’, highlighting the magic in children’s imagination, as both innate and fed by fantasy literature from Poe to Rabelais and Wells, similarly combines easily with Folgore’s long-standing and growing interest in Pinocchio. Indeed, the puppet Pinocchio will literally take over Folgore’s production for the following three decades.
	In fact, in combining Folgore’s early mechanical leanings, recurring interest in the puppet theatre, polemical intent and anti-conventional nonsense and parody, Pinocchio appears to channel together the manifold interests and inclinations of Folgore’s overall production. As first intuited by Marinetti,  Folgore’s humour is dark, laden and terrifying, almost ‘congealed in a metaphysical light’.​[19]​ In other words, Folgore’s humour is frequently as dark, grotesque and caustic as Collodi’s own. Folgore will follow Collodi’s lead in contemplating ironically the harsh and punishing journey undertaken by a mechanical marionette striving to become tender flesh and blood, including the anti-climatic ending and authorial loss of interest once the puppet metamorphoses into a rosy-cheeked boy.
	References, reminiscences and echoes of Pinocchio resonate throughout Folgore’s publications in prose, even those ostensibly remote from it. To cite one example amongst many: Folgore’s absurdist novel La trappola colorata. Romanzo extragiallo umoristico (The Colourful Trap: A Humorous Ultra-Thriller), originally published in Milan in 1934, not merely parodizes the popular genre of the thriller and spy-story, but also carries echoes and memories of Collodi’s themes and style. Folgore’s novel is punctuated with both overt and latent references to The Adventures of Pinocchio, from the incident where a gay fireplace sets the feet and legs of the amateur detective Tip aflame, to the popular sayings and proverbs drenched in irony and humour, to the mellifluous villain Butter, conceivably modelled on Collodi’s ‘little man […] as soft and unctuous as a pat of butter’.​[20]​ In fact, the skewed and lunatic comic genius distilled by Collodi into his wooden creature will shortly seep even more forcefully into Folgore’s radio broadcasts, colouring them with dark humour. Folgore’s Pinocchio is typically modelled on Collodi’s puppet and, through the medium of radio broadcast, frequently plunged into estranging metaphysical atmospheres and alienating settings.
	Folgore’s technophile stance made him naturally receptive to the development of the new media in Italy, especially radio. He rapidly became a household name since the very first days of airing. Officially inaugurated on September 23, 1924 under the acronym U.R.I. (Unione Radiofonica Italiana), Italian Radio aired Folgore’s own programme Il grammofono della verità. Un quarto d’ora di umorismo (The Gramophone of Truth: Fifteen Minutes of Humour) only one week into the official inception of programming. Folgore’s broadcast was to remain a staple of U.R.I.’s palimpsest for the following twelve years.​[21]​ Folgore was a pioneer even by Futurist standards: the “Futurist Manifesto of Radio”, signed by Marinetti and Pino Masnata (1901-1968), was first published in La Gazzetta del Popolo on September 22, 1933 and re-issued nearly ten years later under the title “The Radio” (1941), well after Folgore’s pioneering broadcast work.​[22]​ Describing radio as an ideal medium for the expression of words-in-freedom, Marinetti and Masnata’s technical reflections prefigure, to some extent, McLuhan’s analysis, concluding that radio and television are eminently superior to books, theatre and even cinema.​[23]​ By then Folgore was already a veteran, having been the first to declare that cinema and radio were more properly Futurist means when compared with the written word, and having clocked up hundreds of hours of radio broadcasting for at least a decade ahead of Marinetti’s pronouncements.​[24]​
Interestingly, while engaged in radio broadcasting, Folgore also composed various essays, fables and short stories in praise of rayon, the modern and autarchic fabric later extolled by Marinetti in Il poema non umano dei tecnicismi (1940; The Non-Human Poem of Technicisms).​[25]​ Folgore’s ‘brilliantly playful rayon poems’, proposing updated myths, fables and poetry collected in Mitologia e Rayon (Mythology and Rayon) and Rayon e Poesia (Rayon and Poetry), graced the so-called ‘rayon pages’ of the periodical Corriere Padano throughout 1934. Jeffrey Schnapp maintains that these rayon pages ‘became a standard feature in the major daily newspapers during much of 1934.’​[26]​ The extensive employment the Regime made of the stick figure and mannequin iconography with reference to rayon, a crucial aspect noted by both Schnapp and Pinkus, is another testimony of Folgore’s innate preference for, and familiarity with, the streamlined, stick-like and mechanical figure of the puppet.​[27]​
Beginning from the mid-1940s Folgore focused on scripting and broadcasting serial programmes for children for radio and television. In this period, and throughout the war years, he also toured Italy giving humorous lectures and conferences to different audiences, including the exhausted troops needing a boost to their flagging morale. However, it was only after the end of the Second World War that Folgore was able to engage fully with radio and television broadcasts. Due to his experience in this field, Folgore was one of the few Italian authors and intellectuals to be asked to contribute to developing this medium in the nearly two decades-long experimental period leading to the official beginning of R.A.I. (Radio Audizioni Italiane) TV broadcasts in 1954.
Despite his growing interest and more sustained involvement in television, however, Folgore never discontinued his popular radio broadcasts. Throughout the 1940s and beyond, Folgore devised, scripted and performed a colossal amount of radio programmes for children and young adults, such as the weekly “Capitan Matamoro” (Captain Matamoro), “La barchetta magica” (The Magic Little Boat), “Radiovolante” (Flying Radio), “Il segretario dei piccoli” (The Secretary of the Little Ones), “Radiolilliput” (Lilliput Radio) and “Pinocchio”.​[28]​ Attributed by both friends and critics to his chronically melancholic disposition, Folgore’s overall production is substantial, including more than twenty books (two novels and collections of poetry, short stories, epigrams and fables), seventy plays, 1000 radio and television scripts and 1000 newspaper articles.​[29]​ Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, in particular, Folgore’s activities were clustered predominantly around children’s literature, education and media. In all these fields, Pinocchio features prominently, usually taking a leading role.

Luciano Folgore’s Papers in the Special Collections at the Getty Research Institute Library
Containing a lavish, diverse and illuminating testimony of Folgore’s copious production, forty five boxes of Folgore’s papers are preserved, archived and made accessible in the Special Collections department of the Getty Research Institute Library in Los Angeles. Dating from 1905 through to Folgore’s death in 1966, these archival sources provide an extensive and detailed map of the entire career of this versatile and mechanically inclined Futurist. With the exception of a limited number of volumes, the archive is fully comprehensive, including both handwritten and typewritten drafts.​[30]​ Folgore’s predominantly Futurist period is represented by photographs of and correspondence with fellow Futurists, as well as drafts of Futurist pantomimes, ballets and the already mentioned collections of poems Città veloce and Ponti sull’oceano. There are also numerous newspaper cuttings of Futurist soirées, exhibitions and performances. Half of this correspondence dates back to Folgore’s Futurist years. Most of the plays and manuscripts of poetry and prose, on the other hand, largely document his post-Futurist years. The bulk of this archive is made up of hundreds of draft radio scripts and television plays, a sizeable portion of material spreading across the early years of developing mass communication media in Italy.​[31]​ Folgore’s papers are catalogued in six series: series I: Correspondence; II: Manuscripts; III: Music; IV: Personal; V: Manuscripts by other authors and VI: Printed matter.
Made up of four boxes containing approximately 1000 items, series I: Correspondence spans the period 1910-1975. It includes items of great significance. Boxes 1 and 2 together hold approximately 300 items, most of which is made up of correspondence by Futurist colleagues, catalogued here in alphabetical order. These include a 1914 telegram by Marinetti, recently returned from Russia, inviting Folgore and Giuseppe Sprovieri, manager of the Futurist Gallery in Rome, to meeting him impromptu at Rome rail station.​[32]​ A postcard dated December 26, 1916, addressed by the Futurist stage designer Enrico Prampolini (1894-1956) to Francesco Giacobbe, highlights the role reserved to Folgore in the forthcoming literary review Noi (We), a short-lived but extremely significant journal arising from the close collaborations established by Prampolini with the wider European avant-garde in the early 1920s.​[33]​ The Cubist painter Gino Severini (1883-1966) posted several letters to his friend Folgore in the course of forty plus years. Six years before dying, Severini’s sharp Tuscan wit attributes his longevity to the Pope or possibly to some Christian Democrat M.P. of high calibre, querying jokingly: ‘Caro Folgore, dunque sei ancora di questo nostro mondaccio, ed io pure, come vedi.’ (Dear Folgore, so you’re still in this bad old world, and me too, as you can see).​[34]​ A further lengthy, pessimistic letter written by Severini on March 21, 1922, relating the painter’s despair for his daughter’s deteriorating state of health, vibrates also with growing impatience for the Futurist avant-garde, leading to his own imminent defection.​[35]​ Severini’s later scepticism is in strident contrast with the enthusiasm he had displayed when travelling from Italy to France in October 1914, in the company of buoyant French soldiers, ‘tutti di buon umore, blaguers, come sempre, e fiduciosi nella vittoria’ (all good-humoured blaguers, as ever, and confident of victory), as well as  probably echoing Folgore’s own detachment from the Futurist orthodoxy, his desire to ‘fly alone’.​[36]​ Other items of interest in this first series are from publishers and other associations. Finally, there are approximately 500 letters posted to Folgore in response to his radio broadcasts, many of which emphasize the delight of many children at the antics of Folgore’s Pinocchio.
The bulk of Folgore’s archive, however, is stored in twenty-four boxes included under series II:  Manuscripts. These manuscripts are arranged in chronological order as well as by genre, with crossovers between them. Classification is further complicated by undated or untitled pieces included here, as well as items spanning across more than one genre, making it impossible, in the words of the archivist, ‘to determine whether or not a given manuscript is a theatre play or radio play, or whether a given story may be more appropriately designated as a prose piece’.​[37]​ There are also drafts of fables and allegories for children and short stories for adults, drafts of Folgore’s humorous lectures, thirteen pages of Folgore’s travelogue, a draft of “Dinamica futurista” and numerous essays about Futurism and / or Futurists. Spanning the period 1928-1967, manuscripts of radio plays are almost entirely works for children. This series also includes a small amount of television plays.
Box 5, entitled Poetry, includes typescripts of individual poems from the collection Canto dei motori, some of which are signed and dated. It also includes Città veloce of 1919 and Poems and poetry fragments, some of which are dated 1920 and are particularly notable for their occasional but forceful forays into ‘machinism’. Poetry manuscripts include a large number of poems written specifically for children and 200 handwritten pages of poetry for Folgore’s column “Musa vagabonda” (Wandering Muse).
Entitled Plays, box 8 contains a List of pantomimes, as well as the Futurist pantomime L’ora del fantoccio, ostensibly drawing inspiration from Pinocchio. Four drafts of this undated ‘Futurist pantomime’ exist, one of which is in the French language. Two are manuscripts, the remaining two are typescripts. One draft is entitled L’eterno fantoccio (The Eternal Puppet); in another version this title is replaced with its French translation L’heure du fantoche. The latter typescript, made up of two pages only, forcefully combines Folgore’s ‘machinist’ leanings with recurrent, if implicit, references to the puppet Pinocchio.​[38]​ This short pantomime highlights not merely Folgore’s serious and enduring fascination for the rigid and robotic nature of the puppet, in line with Futurist pronouncements dating back to Marinetti’s Le roi Bombance and Poupées électriques. It also repeats Pinocchio’s own quest and eventual metamorphosis from mechanical into human, as shown in Folgore’s figure of the ‘woman marionette’, as well as a transformation of ‘the man’ character in the opposite direction, from human into machine. However fragmentary, a number of loose notes, written in French and included under the French title Des ombres + des Fantoches + des hommes -synthèse futuriste, corroborate my hypothesis.​[39]​ Twenty Futurist ballets and pantomimes and numerous plays and skits for children are additional manuscripts for theatre included here.
Further substantial evidence of Folgore’s preference for the inanimate, mechanical puppets is provided by archival material stored in box 11 (Stories, Fables etc.). For example, the unfinished, undated and unpublished manuscript L’Isola del Robot (Robot Island) sheds useful light on the widespread interest in the mechanical and robotic figure investing popular literature, drama and film between the 1910s and 1920s. As this piece embodies Folgore’s incisive response to the robot culture that was rife in European cinema at the time, as further reflected, for instance, in the films by Gant and Deed cited above, I would suggest dating this manuscript at a date during this decade. This script also notably paves the way for Folgore’s radio broadcasts shortly to follow.​[40]​
	The piece “On pantomime”, a three-pages long typescript written in French and archived in box 14, illustrates the experience of Prampolini’s Theatre of Futurist Pantomime at the Théâtre de la Madeleine in Paris in 1927. While highlighting the pantomime’s art of synchronizing space and time, this text offers an insight into Folgore’s own take on the machine aesthetics that was sweeping contemporary drama at the time across Europe. He argues: ‘Ce qui caractérise le XX siècle, c’est le machinisme. Notre vie est enchaînée dans la vie mecanique.’ (The twentieth century is characterized by Machinism. Our life is enslaved to the mechanical life).​[41]​ Folgore’s enthusiasm for pantomime also fuels his following argument that the ‘ardent Machinism’ embedded in Prampolini’s pantomimes will almost spontaneously lend itself to the art of cinema.​[42]​
	However, the greater majority of Folgore’s material relating to Pinocchio fills the two large and bulky boxes 16 and 18. Folder n. 12 (in box 16) is entitled Pinocchio (play). This folder contains what appears to be the fragment of an undated play. Here a Luzi, Pinocchio’s alter ego and ventriloquist, quizzes Vispa Teresa on the gifts she hopes to receive on the day of the Epiphany. Regrettably, the text that is extant is too short and fragmentary to attempt any critical analysis.
	More complete is the content of folder n. 13, including various drafts of the script “Il segretario dei piccoli (Pinocchio)”, a ‘radio drama for two voices’ dated 1948, featuring Pinocchio and the Blue Fairy. These drafts of a weekly radio series, aired every Wednesday afternoon, are either handwritten or typewritten, occasionally both. In the first episode, “Il segretario dei piccoli I”, dated September 15, 1948, Folgore introduces the Blue Fairy. She is posting a classified ad in a magazine, looking to hire an agony aunt able to deal with children’s correspondence, and, to this effect, ends up employing none other than Pinocchio. Pinocchio thus becomes the star of these interactive weekly  broadcasts, replying to children’s letters and engaging in witty, surreal and irreverent conversation with his listeners. Folgore frequently interpolates episodes drawn from the original Pinocchio story as told by Collodi, making constant reference to an original narrative formula and set of characters that would have been very familiar to his young listeners. At the same time, however, he highlights the mechanic and self-sufficient nature of the puppet, freeing him from the conventions of the original genre and lending the puppet a nonsensical and surreal, almost Dada, flair.​[43]​ This episode’s conclusion sees the Fairy and Pinocchio watching a TV broadcast of  the adventures of Captain Matamoro and his ‘faithful Kirà’ in the heart of the African jungle. Notably, the mingling of ‘primitive’ and ‘mechanical’ themes is no surprise: the Futurist, particularly Prampolini and Marinetti, as well as the Cubist avant-garde, especially Picasso, relied on this intensely ‘modern’, if ambiguous, conflation, as observed by Hal Foster.​[44]​
	Dated September 22, 1948, “Il segretario dei piccoli II” carries on from the conclusion of n. I. Pinocchio is due to meet the Blue Fairy but is delayed due to a prior meeting with his father, the carpenter Geppetto, whom he criticises with a pun for his insistence ‘a fare tutti i mobili a credenza’ thereby failing regularly to obtain due payment.​[45]​ As happens in the previous episode, Pinocchio plays charades and answers queries, including details of the life and works of the renowned Italian children’s author Vamba (pseud. Luigi Bertelli; 1858-1920). When in doubt, Pinocchio relies on the learned advice of a Corvo Dottore (Doctor Crow), resonant of the Crow doctor visiting Pinocchio in Chapter XVI of Collodi’s novel. Through a magical device, Pinocchio engages in a telephone conversation with the leader of the Seleniti, residents of the moon, who satisfies his curiosity to learn what happens when the moon turns into the thinnest of crescents and disappears altogether. The Selenite describes the moon as an amusement park, also redolent of Collodi’s Land of Toys.​[46]​ This reference to Collodi is strengthened shortly afterwards by a rhyming tale where Pinocchio describes his own metamorphosis, as well as the metamorphosis of his friend Candlewick, into tame little donkeys, as punishment for the idle and careless existence practised by the two friends in the Land of Toys.
	 “Il segretario dei piccoli III”, dated September 29, 1948, “Segretario IV” (October 6, 1948), “Segretario V” (October 13, 1948) and “Segretario VI” (October 20, 1948) similarly descend from Collodi’s matrix, re-working it in nonsensical and Futurist fashion. In “Segretario III”, Folgore blends dream and reality: haunted by hunger, Pinocchio’s dreams of plenty are transformed into a good deed in aid of the seven malnourished children of maestro Cherry. Together with Doctor Crow, Pinocchio tells tales, proverbs and amusing stories, elucidating didactically the origin of the nouns ‘cherry’ and ‘peach’. As is customary, this episode ends with a nursery rhyme. “Segretario IV” draws from an episode in Chapter IX of Collodi’s The Adventures of Pinocchio where Pinocchio sells his school primer in order to pay his way into a performance of the puppet theatre. In pedagogical vein, Folgore’s Pinocchio trades his well-known primer for a ‘bellissimo libro di lettura’ (beautiful anthology of reading passages). After telling puns and jokes at the expense of his listeners, Pinocchio’s nose grows longer, prompting Doctor Crow to peck it down to its original size. A little girls would like to learn more about Swallowfire and a magic touch of the Fairy’s wand cuts to the large and frightening man, sleeping open-mouthed while he is besieged by a snake.
It is interesting to note that, similarly to “Segretario V” and “Segretario VI”, as well as scripts of subsequent broadcasts, the various elements and characters drawn from Collodi’s archetype (the nose, especially, but also the snake, donkeys, snail, puppet show, Blue Fairy, Swallowfire, etc. etc.) are borrowed and reassembled by Folgore in new patterns and configurations and in keeping with the heightened irony, autonomy and articulation of body and self that are particular to Folgore’s Pinocchio. In these broadcasts Folgore empowers the puppet, charging him with the omniscience afforded to a ‘secretary of the little ones’ and entrusting ideas and initiatives to him alone, albeit tempered by the censorious and pedagogic Blue Fairy. The world Folgore conjures up is both a product of Pinocchio’s invention and an instrument of his pragmatic wit and innate joie de vivre. Folgore underplays the dark and disturbing aspects that underpin Collodi’s story and inspired Disney’s remake. Notably, Folgore’s Pinocchio does not aspire to become a little boy made of flesh and blood. Instead, he embraces entirely his mechanical nature, attributing his tolerant, unorthodox and witty disposition precisely to his mechanical, skewed and articulated body. Pinocchio is wilful and recalcitrant in the face of figures of authority, such as the Fairy, typically resisting their attempts to patronize him. Folgore never chastises his insolence, perceiving it ultimately as an essential part of the puppet’s ‘mechanical otherness’, disenfranchising him entirely from the mellifluous and back-handed promise of human metamorphosis fettering Collodi’s Pinocchio.​[47]​
	“Segretario VIII”, aired on November 3, 1948, relates Pinocchio’s unexpected meeting with a circus Manager. In Collodi’s text, the donkey Pinocchio, ‘The Star of the Dance’, is forced to perform feats of equine agility in front of a packed audience.​[48]​ In Folgore’s script, a self-confident and enraged Pinocchio is about to administer a sonorous kick to his cruel Ringmaster, when a familiar bray distracts him. ‘This bray is none other than the voice of Candlewick!’, he quips.​[49]​ His old friend Candlewick, here reformed, honest and hard working, is trapped inside the animal straitjacket. Ever the champion of justice, Pinocchio cannot suffer outrage is perpetrated on his old friend and pleads so insistently with the Fairy that she ends up releasing Candlewick from his ‘asinine skin’ by way of her magic.​[50]​
	In the same episode, Folgore includes a meta-narrative device: prompted by a listener’s enquiry, Pinocchio releases a short biography of his ‘inventor’, Carlo Collodi, revealing, tongue-in-cheek, that he pays Collodi thanks repeatedly, at least twice every day, for the feat of bringing him to light. To follow, a humorous exchange with the Fairy and Doctor Crow highlights Pinocchio’s acumen and sagacity, in patent contrast with the haughty presumptuousness of his two pedantic interlocutors. That Pinocchio is blessed with introspection and psychological insight, in contrast with the Fairy’s sarcastic condescension, is highlighted also in the following episode where Pinocchio forgives the Lame Fox for robbing him of his treasured golden coins, thereby rehabilitating the whole category of foxes, while, at the same time, taking the opportunity to highlight his unforgiving aversion for ‘his barbarous and cruel […] enemies’.​[51]​ Pinocchio’s humorous polemics, in self-defence of the Fairy’s pedantry, is confirmed in the following episode of November 17, 1948, where Pinocchio banters her censorious attitude towards his clothing; and again in episode XI of November, 24, where Pinocchio’s honesty, no-nonsense and straight-talking attitude are further highlighted.​[52]​ Following the model of Fologore’s popular ‘strofa maltusiana’, Pinocchio’s banter is sung in verse, to the tune of fashionable, popular songs of the time. Emerging most prominently from these episodes is the Fairy’s inability to bend Pinocchio to pedagogic submission and her likeness for harsh Victorian educational principles, as reflected in Collodi’s original story. Replete with scientific knowledge, sense of justice and community, the puppet’s satire and mocking prevail throughout, highlighting his independence of mind, unbreakable physical fibre and, most importantly, resistance to, as well as undermining of, all authority.​[53]​ In this respect, Pinocchio’s irony is consistently egalitarian and anti-authoritarian, possibly carrying an echo of Folgore’s own take on Italian politics following the momentous general elections of April 18, 1948, when the stakes were high due to Italy’s unresolved positioning in the Cold War power split.
	Available in three drafts (two typescript and one manuscript) the broadcast of “Il segretario dei piccoli XIII” of December 8, 1948 begins with an Orwellian tale featuring rebellious animals. This affords Pinocchio yet another pretext to mock the pedantry of moralistic tales and Aesopian fables where animals are used to exemplify and chastise human traits and foibles. As happens in a later episode, dated December 29, Pinocchio promotes a Republic of free women and men, a community of like-minded acolytes nicknamed ‘pinocchietti’ (little pinocchios) loyal to democratic and egalitarian principles.​[54]​ Through the medium of joke and satire, this episode carries further echoes of social unrest, union activism and industrial action, especially in Pinocchio’s replies to his listeners.​[55]​
As is customary, Folgore draws from Collodi’s narrative as if it were a cabinet of props, a tucked away but frequently visited backstage full of characters, adventures and props one can rely on with a nostalgic backward gaze. Most importantly, however, Folgore’s Pinocchio is also a ‘post-Pinocchio’, a figure reinvented and born of a specific political climate, reflecting on  a set of progressive and alternative social themes. Food, for example, is an extremely important feature throughout these broadcasts, as much an echo of the indigent hunger traversing Collodi’s narrative as well as a powerful reminder of Folgore’s postwar rationings.​[56]​ 
Furthermore, by 1948 Disney’s powerfully dark interpretation of the puppet’s story would have become familiar to Folgore and his audience in Italy. Indeed, the release of this controversial, previously banned film may conceivably have contributed to sparking off renewed interest in Collodi’s iconic puppet and its national overtones only one year after the inception of Folgore’s successful broadcasts. Released in the United States in 1940, Disney’s Pinocchio only came out in Italy in 1947, due to prior fascist prohibition on Anglo-American imports. Perceived as intrinsically American, both in the puppet’s outlook on the world, as well as in the colourful, curvy and supple graphic style of its drawings, Disney’s film caused a furore in Italy, prompting the release of alternative, ‘autarchic’, and therefore more palatable, versions of Collodi’s original. Indeed, Carlo Collodi’s nephew Paolo Lorenzini is reputed to have been so outraged by Disney’s product to plead with the fascist authorities to sue the Disney corporation for damages. The first feature film designed as an Italian response was shortly to follow: Le avventure di Pinocchio directed by Giannetto Guardone, released in 1947.​[57]​ Haunted by its Collodian matrix, Folgore’s Pinocchio partakes, to some extent at least, of this climate of cultural retrenchment and return to the roots of post-Unification national culture. Folgore’s rejection of a Pinocchio updated and re-designed by Disney’s curved line, his preference for the wooden, angular and roughly hewn marionette devised by Collodi and his earlier illustrators, further testify to the Futurist and mechanical features that are intrinsic to the original Pinocchio icon.
	That Folgore’s Pinocchio is a ‘post-Pinocchio’ is also substantiated, in “Segretario dei piccoli XIII”, by a covert reference to the long dictatorship recently suffered by Italy. Pinocchio’s sceptical and cheeky take on the current political situation here allude to both Mussolini’s cult of self and the persisting evils agitating postwar Italian society. Pinocchio’s stance remains firmly and consistently anti-Establishment.​[58]​
	Social and political awareness are carried forward in “Il segretario dei piccoli XV”, a Christmas special aired on December 22, 1948. Gorging his imagination with traditional festive foods from the Italian regions, from Milan’s panettone to Modena’s zampone and Siena’s panforte, all imagined here as competing for supremacy, Pinocchio addresses each individual plea they make, each of them aspiring to be handed out to the underprivileged classes rather than feeding the insatiable appetites of a brutal Ogre.​[59]​ Radio listeners would have heard distinctive echoes here of Vittorio De Sica’s popular film Ladri di biciclette (Bicycle Thieves) released in Italy in the same year 1948, featuring an unemployed worker struggling to make ends meet in the depressed economy of postwar Italy and driven to steal a bicycle in desperate attempt to feed his family. Folgore’s delicate and surreal counterpoint, where earthy food matters, relates even more closely to De Sica’s subsequent film: Miracolo a Milano (Mirancle in Milan) of 1951. A Neorealist fable set in a shantytown in postwar Milan, this film features a poverty-stricken, perpetually hungry underclass whose escapist fantasies typically revolve around food and the earthy pleasures it provides. Totò, protagonist of De Sica’s film, is also comparable with Folgore’s Pinocchio, both in terms of his indomitable and altruistic optimism as well as of his robotic, Chaplin-like figure. A similar egalitarianism, layered with loathing for pedantry and hierarchies, is visibly carried forward in several episodes aired in the following year, opening with “Segretario dei piccoli XVII” of January 5, 1949, available at the Getty Research Library Institute’s Special Collections in both manuscript and typescript version.
	A ponderous, bulging box (numbered 18) contains a substantial amount of material relating exclusively to Pinocchio. Holdings include “Il segreto di Pinocchio” (Pinocchio’s Secret) of 1952, Folgore’s serial radio adaptation of Il segreto di Pinocchio. Viaggio ignorato del celebre burattino del Collodi (Pinocchio’s Secret. Unknown Journey of the Famous Puppet by Collodi) by Gemma Rembadi Mongiardini (1856-1916), a novel first published in Florence in 1894 and a remake itself of Collodi’s Adventures. Disguising his identity under the favourite pseudonym Esopino, Folgore relates Pinocchio’s search of his father Geppetto, reported missing at sea, and the aid offered by two dolphins: Tursio and Marsovino. Folgore continually cross-references Mongiardini’s Pinocchio with his own, underlining the puppet’s pragmatism, common sense, humour, dexterity and singing popular, irreverent tunes, as featured in an episode aired on Novembre 17, 1952.​[60]​ Rembadi Mongiardini’s plot is neatly laid out over two further episodes aired on December 1 and 5, 1952 featuring Pinocchio’s sacrifice of his legendary nose in the attempt to save Marsovino from the trecherous attack of evil beast Narvalo. Out of gratitude, Marsovino replaces it with a prosthetic, made out of a spiral seashell, glued in place and varnished by friendly Tursio. Even though the prosthetic nose looks authentic enough, Pinocchio pleads with his friends to keep this change a ‘secret’, hence the title. In Futurist, ‘machinist’ fashion, Folgore centres his interest here on Pinocchio’s artificial and robotic nose.
	Pinocchio is similarly over-represented in Folgore’s production in the following year 1953. The first episode of “Il giornalino di Pinocchio” (Pinocchio’s Journal) of July 1, 1953, also available in both manuscript and typescript form, opens with a veritable fixation with Pinocchio’s nose that will be carried forward not merely across the whole series, but also in all of Folgore’s subsequent Pinocchio work. Attention to the robotic nose comes even before the opening statement, where, in the words of the Blue Fairy, Folgore illustrates the rationale of this new broadcast, a sequel to “Il segretario dei piccoli” populated with nonsensical rhymes, fairy tales and favourite characters, such as the Blue Fairy and Vispa Teresa, alongside Pinocchio.​[61]​
	Designed to entertain children during the long summer school holidays, this series is made up of humorous or fairy tales. Pinocchio is entirely modelled on its predecessor in “Il segretario dei piccoli”: an angular, bright, cheeky and anti-authoritarian puppet, frequently mocked by Teresa, drawn from the Vispa Teresa of the popular Italian nursery rhyme, appearing in Folgore’s work for the first time. Teresa’s mockery is typically centred on Pinocchio’s conspicuous nose, to the point that her mode of addressing him becomes: ‘nasone’ (big nose), a nickname quickly adopted by other characters (e.g. the Fairy) when conveying disapproval for Pinocchio’s irreverent antics.​[62]​ Indeed, this whole series is predicated upon Pinocchio’s nose: its size, bulk, lack of attractiveness, erratic behaviour are constantly remarked upon. By the last episode, dated September 30, 1953, Pinocchio appears to have interiorised thoroughly this peculiar trait, and to have reconfigured his identity accordingly. When answering phone calls, for instance, Pinocchio determinedly uses his pseudonym Nasone.​[63]​ Little by little Folgore strips the original Pinocchio bare of traits, adventures and fellow characters. The only extant feature is Pinocchio’s conspicuous and flexible nose: the most obvious short cut to his artificial and robotic identity. With the sole exception of the short draft “Sketch per Riccardo Vitali” dated June 28, 1953, Pinocchio’s mechanical nose will loom large in all of Folgore’s production from now on.
“Pinocchio I” (1954) opens with Pinocchio’s loud protestations and pleadings to a Sultan to protect his nose.​[64]​ “Le storie di Pinocchio II Estate 1954” (Stories of Pinocchio II summer 1954) open with Pinocchio and Cirimbella’s successful attempt to flee from prison in the usurped palace of giant Giafar. Waging war against the giant, the two enlist a platoon of 600 pinocchietti or miniature clones of Pinocchio, all sporting bulky, pointy noses. Inciting them with pride for their nasal weapon, Pinocchio calls them to battle and this battery of noses responds to his call, singing in praise of their noses on the familiar tune of a popular military march.​[65]​ The nose army is predictably victorious and Giafar forcibly exiled. Pinocchio, however, cannot suffer the competition of ‘mille burattini a piedi e a cavallo’ (a thousand puppets by foot and on horseback) and, on the cry of ‘I want to be the only big nosed puppet in the whole world’, rattles his drum and makes them evaporate into thin air.​[66]​ The final chorus draws attention again to Pinocchio’s artificial nose, marker of Pinocchio’s mechanical nature and identity.​[67]​
	That Folgore treats Pinocchio’s nose as a defining feature of his mechanical identity is further testified in the following episode “III. Pinocchio. Estate 1954”. Interviewed on the subject of his nose, Pinocchio improvises an elaborate reply in verse describing his nose as headless ‘fuselage’, ‘rolling round better than a wool-winder’ and an ‘audacious’, glowing apparatus ‘going up, going down, protruding / shining bright / free and easy in the sun’.​[68]​ This episode appropriately ends with a parody of Little Red Riding Hood, a tale adapted to the puppet theatre by fellow Futurist Enrico Prampolini in 1914.​[69]​ Having surreptitiously replaced the red-clad little girl, Pinocchio’s angular features are far too protruding and visible even for the wild wolf of fairy tale memory. The wolf is finally beaten when Pinocchio starts brandishing his long nose as a weapon, a long and sword-like mechanic instrument threatening to traverse the wild creature ‘side to side’.​[70]​ The mechanical theme is carried forward in the following episode, the final one, where Pinocchio is seen giving up the antiquated mode of travelling on the back of a pigeon in favour of an up-to-date road journey by motor-car. When compared with Marinetti’s racing car, famously crashed in 1908 as related in the “Futurist Founding and Manifesto”, this symbol of modernity prompts Folgore to end this episode with a re-birth resonant of Marinetti’s own utopian transcendence and metamorphosis of the human into the mechanical body of a beautiful car.​[71]​
	The broadcasts discussed above are integrated with further Pinocchio material. This includes both a typescript and an extremely neat manuscript, a final draft barely touched by afterthoughts, entitled “Pinocchio cosa hai fatto? (RAI, 50s)” (What Have you Done Pinocchio? (RAI, 1950s), described in the frontispiece as ‘a comedy in three Acts and twelve Pictures by Luciano Folgore’. This ‘comedy’ follows Collodi to the letter, including the unsatisfying transformation of the puppet into a good boy. The ‘big nose’ theme, in tandem with the robotic identity of the puppet, is also carried forward and revisited here. Pinocchio is variously described as ‘manichino di legno’ (wooden mannequin), ‘pupazzo’ (puppet) and ‘fantoccio di legno’ (wooden marionette), an artificial being strenuously resisting metamorphosis into human. Folgore all but relinquishes his Futurist enthusiasm for machines here: in the third Act, where a helpful Queen of Hearts provides Pinocchio with a golden key opening a silver lock in the bronze gate of Queen Melusina’s secret garden, one is powerfully reminded of the Futurist Enrico Prampolini’s abstract and ‘machinist’ Pantomime Mercante di Cuori (1927; Merchant of Hearts). Folgore’s own involvement in Prampolini’s Theatre of Futurist Pantomime further substantiates this claim.
	Furthermore, Pinocchio’s final metamorphosis is pervaded with dissatisfaction, melancholy and estrangement: no longer an automaton, Pinocchio appears to have lost his true self. His very father can hardly conceal his disillusion and disavows him, declaring: ‘your metamorphosis gives me a strange feeling. You don’t seem to be any longer my son.’​[72]​ In the anti-climatic dénouement, a disappointing new Pinocchio feebly defends himself by pleading that ‘puppets will always be puppets’.​[73]​ In accruing the bland new status of ‘proper boy’, Pinocchio has forcibly given up his articulated, mechanical body, losing, without it, his genuine identity.​[74]​
	Folder n. 6 includes further three manuscripts under the general heading “Pinocchio”: a play entitled Pinocchio Ciuffettino e il paese dei balocchi (Pinocchio, Ciuffettino and the Land of Toys), the undated, five-page long manuscript “Pinocchio” and the undated manuscript “Al paese dei balocchi” (To the Land of Toys; a copy of Pinocchio Ciuffettino e il paese dei balocchi above). The play is spread across ten pages and available in two typescript and one manuscript version. This is an adaptation of Collodi’s story where Folgore replaces the Land of Toys with a more pragmatic, technologically aware and media savvy, ‘Paese della Radio per le Scuole’ (Country of the Radio for Schools). Pinocchio and his friends Ciondolino and Ciuffettino are engaging in persuading audiences of the superiority of radio, a new technological medium serving pedagogical purposes, as compared with the vacuous and idle dangers embedded in far more backward Lands of Toys.​[75]​
	In folder n. 7 the undated “Intervista con Pinocchio (radioscena di Luciano Folgore)” (Interview with Pinocchio (radio drama by Luciano Folgore) is a copy of the third episode of the 1954 series examined above, alternatively entitled “Pinocchio” or “Le storie di Pinocchio”. Since “Intervista con Pinocchio” is a neat typescript copy, it can usefully be read side-by-side manuscript “III. Pinocchio. Estate 1954” unravelling all of those words that are illegible here. However, in this neater version Folgore crossed out Pinocchio’s adventure in the guise of Red Riding Hood. Other material included in this folder is a four-page long manuscript that must have served as script for one of the very earliest, experimental broadcasts of Italian television: “Sketch di Pinocchio. Spettacolo televisivo maggio 1954. Spettacolo Foro Italico. Televisione” (Pinocchio Skit. Television Show May 1954. Show at Foro Italico. Television). Folgore’s fixation for Pinocchio’s mechanical nose is also prominent here and made more conspicuous by its absence. Pinocchio is, in fact, taunted by Formaggina, an ‘annoying little girl’, in music and rhyme. The taunts refer to Pinocchio’s forgetting to don his prosthetic cartilage, variously and repeatedly referring to it in all possible guises and variations: ‘nasone’ (big nose), ‘nasello’ (little nose), ‘nasata’ (nose thing), ‘nasaccio’ (ugly nose), ‘nasin’ (little nose). Indeed, the noun ‘nose’ is itself repeated ten times across a set of a mere four pages of text.​[76]​ Pinocchio eventually becomes frustrated with this public obsession with his nose, a metonymy that appears to define him entirely.​[77]​ At the end of the episode, he declares himself defeated and rushes home in order to apply the missing feature, without which he can no longer be identified as himself.​[78]​
	“Assorted Pinocchio Radioplays”, collected in folder n. 8, carry forward Folgore’s veritable fixation with Pinocchio’s prosthetic nose. “La Befana”, in particular, re-elaborates familiar material with alterations added to this effect. For example, a dialogue between Pinocchio and a ‘Speaker’ specifies the role played by the carpenter Geppetto in sharpening and polishing periodically Pinocchio’s mechanical appendix.​[79]​ The one-page long typescript “PINOCCHIO”, dated January 5, 1957 and qualified as ‘un-broadcasted’ is too short and fragmentary to be of any interpretive interest. On the other hand, the undated, three-page long manuscript that follows, entitled “Pinocchio (Luzi)”, hinges once again on Pinocchio’s nose, presenting yet another variation in this amply visited theme. Pinocchio begins with introducing himself as having his nose in the air. Later, while climbing on a mantelpiece in the attempt to nail a gift-collecting sock to the chimney, he accidentally shatters his brittle nose, and proceeds to celebrating this accident in verse.​[80]​ He subsequently falls asleep and is delighted to find, on waking up the following morning, that Befana gifted him with a brand new prosthetic nasone. Order is restored and Pinocchio sings a happy tune.​[81]​ 
	Assorted, fragmentary pages from plays and fairy tales from disparate sources, many of which Folgore had used or re-elaborated elsewhere, complete the count in folder n. 8. The following folder n. 9, entitled “History of Pinocchio”, includes one typescript and one manuscript made up of two pages, neither of which are dated or signed. Both are entitled “Pinocchio”. Outlining in summative, generic and rather formulaic fashion the genesis of Collodi’s puppet, this short critical text, however, fails to shed light on the significance and motivations underlying Folgore’s own Pinocchio. Folgore writes: ‘Il pupazzo di legno, deve la sua fama mondiale più che altro alla sostanza di umanità ch’esso contiene. Sembra tagliato non in una materia sorda ed inerte ma nel vivo della vita.’ (The wooden puppet owes its global reputation principally to its human substance, hewn into the core of life rather than dull and inert matter).​[82]​ Folgore elaborates this further by declaring Pinocchio a favourite with children of all times due to the puppet’s intrinsic capacity to epitomise the child. Regrettably, however, this terse and generic text fails to explore Folgore’s own approach on Collodi’s iconic marionette, glossing over the issue of Pinocchio’s artificial identity.
	A final item documenting Folgore’s creative focus on Pinocchio is a letter posted by Rolando Anzilotti, Mayor of Pescia and Chair of the committee to erect a monument to Pinocchio, to Folgore c/o RAI. Dated July 9, 1953, this letter congratulates Italian radio programming as a whole, and Folgore in particular, for their emphasis on‘the immortal creature of Carlo Lorenzini’.
This witty letter also mentions a song entitled “Ballata a Pinocchio” (A Ballad to Pinocchio), composed by Professor Leonello Incerpi, played by the Angelini orchestra and sung by Nilla Pizzi, the most glamorous pop singer of the day. This song was selected by the committee as its official celebratory anthem. Allegedly prompted by Pinocchio himself and partially written under the puppet’s dictation, this document is the last in a long series of papers carefully looked after by the Getty Research Institute Library documenting Folgore’s sustained interest and involvement with the figure of Pinocchio. Pinocchio will not feature in subsequent series, e.g. series III (“Music”), made up of two boxes including handwritten and printed scores for which Folgore wrote the lyrics, as well as a recording of Re Pistacchio (Pistachio King), with music by Stravinsky. Three boxes of “Personal items”, spanning the years 1890 through to 1965 (series IV) include miscellaneous personal material, such as documents, school books and diplomas. There are also 168 photographs of Folgore, his family and fellow Futurists, as well as twenty-four paintings and drawings, including caricatures. One box of manuscripts by writers other than Folgore (series V) includes reviews and a fragment by Alberto Savinio. Finally, fourteen boxes catalogued as series VI (“Printed matter, 1897-1990s”) include miscellaneous papers such as announcements, programmes, catalogues, newspaper cuttings spanning the years between 1918 and 1990, articles by Folgore, including his column “Musa vagabonda”, reviews of Futurist performances and exhibitions, periodicals, books and humorous magazines utilized as sources for Fogore’s children’s plays, mainly in French, but including a 1902 edition of Rembadi Mongiardini’s Il segreto di Pinocchio, one of the urtexts of Folgore’s radio broadcasts discussed above. Pinocchio similarly does not figure in series III-VI, other than in this 1902 edition of Mongiardini’s remake novel.
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